


hand-on-brain

Google Technology to Read Your Thoughts

and Implant New Ones

By hassam

HAVE you ever thought about something you never shared
with anyone, and have been horror-struck at the mere
thought of someone coming to know about your little secret? If you
have, then you probably have all the more reason to be paranoid
now thanks to new and improved security systems being developed
around the world to deal with terrorism that inadvertently end up
impinging on one's privacy.
Some of the countries involved in such programmes include USA,
UK, Spain, Germany and France. Recently, the National Security
Agency (NSA) of the US has developed a very efficient method of
controlling the human brain. This technology is called Remote Neural
Monitoring (RNM) and is expected to revolutionise crime detection
and investigation.
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What is it?

RNM works remotely to control the brain in order to read and detect
any criminal thought taking place inside the mind of a possible
perpetrator. Research studies have shown that the human brain
thinks at a rate of about 5000 bits per second and does not have
the capacity to compete with supercomputers performing via
satellites, implants and biotelemetry. The human brain has a
distinctive set of bioelectric resonance system. For the RNM system,
supercomputers are being used and, thus, with its help,
supercomputers can send messages through an implanted person's
nervous system in order to influence their performance in a desired
way.
RNM has been developed after about 50 years of neuro-
electromagnetic involuntary human experimentations. According to
many scientists, within a few years it is expected that DNA
microchips will be implanted in the human brain which would make it
inherently controllable. With RNM, it will be possible to read
and control a person's emotional thought processes along with
the subconscious and dreams. At present, around the world,
supercomputers are monitoring millions of people simultaneously
with the speed of 20 billion bits per second especially in countries
like USA, Japan, Israel and many European countries.RNM has a
set of certain programs functioning at different levels, like the signals
intelligence system which uses electromagnetic frequencies (EMF),
to stimulate the brain for RNM and the electronic brain link (EBL).
The EMF Brain Stimulation system has been designed as radiation
intelligence which means receiving information from inadvertently
originated electromagnetic waves in the environment. However, it is
not related to radioactivity or nuclear detonation. The recording
machines in the signals intelligence system have electronic
equipment that investigate electrical activity in humans from a
distance. This computer-generated brain mapping can constantly
monitor all electrical activities in the brain. The recording aid system
decodes individual brain maps for security purposes.



What does it do?

For purposes of electronic evaluation, electrical activity in the speech
centre of the brain can be translated in to the subject's verbal
thoughts. RNM can send encoded signals to the auditory cortex of
the brain directly bypassing the ear. This encoding helps in detecting
audio communication. It can also perform electrical mapping of the
brain's activity from the visual centre of the brain, which it does by
bypassing the eyes and optic nerves, thus projecting images from
the subject's brain onto a video monitor. With this visual and audio
memory, both can be visualised and analysed. This system can,
remotely and non-invasively, detect information by digitally decoding
the evoked potentials in 30-50Hz, 5 millwatt electromagnetic
emissions from the brain. The nerves produce a shifting electrical
pattern with a shifting magnetic flux which then puts on a constant
amount of electromagnetic waves. There are spikes and patterns
which are called evoked potentials in the electromagnetic emission
from the brain. The interesting part about this is that the entire
exercise is carried out without any physical contact with the subject.
The EMF emissions from the brain can be decoded into current
thoughts, images and sounds in the subject's brain. It sends
complicated codes and electromagnetic pulse signals to
activate evoked potentials inside the brain, thus generating
sounds and visual images in the neural circuits. With its
speech, auditory and visual communication systems, RNM
allows for a complete audio-visual brain to brain link or a brain-
to-computer link.
Of course, the mechanism needs to decode the resonance
frequency of each specific site to modulate the insertion of
information in that specific location of the brain. RNM can also detect
hearing via electromagnetic microwaves, and it also features the
transmission of specific commands into the subconscious, producing
visual disturbances, visual hallucinations and injection of words and
numbers in to the brain through electromagnetic radiation waves.



Also, it manipulates emotions and thoughts and reads thoughts
remotely, causes pain to any nerve of the body, allows for
remote manipulation of behaviour, controls sleep
patterns through which control over communication is made easy.
This can be used for crime investigation and security management.



Concerns

With all the given benefits of RNM for tracking the illicit and
treacherous activities, there are many concerns and risks being
pointed out by human rights activists and other scientists. The
agencies of human rights around the world have criticised RNM as a
violation of basic human rights because it violates privacy and the
dignity of thoughts and activities of life. Several countries have
protested against it and refer to it as an attack on their human and
civil rights. The scientists protesting against the use of RNM believe
that people who have been implanted involuntarily become
biological robots and guinea pigs for RNM activities in the guise
of security. This is an important biological concern related to
microchip implantation, which is a hidden technology using
microwave radiations for the control of the mind.
Scientists believe that like leukemia and the cancerous risks posed
by mobile phones which also emit microwaves, RNM can also pose
similar threats to a subject's overall health as the heating effect of
tissues with the speed of light is a known effect of high powered
microwave and electromagnetic pulse weapons.
Thus, RNM remains a controversial technology which is being used
in many countries for security maintenance and surveillance.



Comment

Jim 3 years ago
The uses for RNM technology as a policing tool is pure bullshit.. A
government's use of this technology is in violation of every civil and
human rights law in existence. Agencies like the NSA are using this
technology to remotely access and manipulate the thoughts of
millions American citizens in what can be described as nothing less
than a modern day version of George Orwell's Big Brother on
STEROIDS!
Citizens are being illegally interogated within their own homes,
without ever being charged with a crime, as their 4TH Amendment
rights ar completely denied them!
In the United States, alone, thousands of people have already come
forward to describe this technology and how it is being used to both
illegally spy on them, while also manipulating their thoughts, as they
are targeted for non consensual human experimentation.
See John St. Clair Akwei's lawsuit to learn more about this. Also my
Website which I have listed the URL to below:
http://www.9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogs
Also see the activist Websites: Freedom From Covert Harassment &
Surveillance and FEDAME, both of which can be accessed through
Google.
Jim 2 years ago
I should also note that you do NOT need to be implanted with a
RFID, DNA or anyother type of chip to be targeted by the NSA for its
Signals Intelligence surveillance of your person. The NSA targets
you by your own unique bioelectromagnetic field, which enables
NSA cryptologists track you by the NSA's Signals Intelligence EMF
scanning network.
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Please read John St. Clair Akwei's lawsuit against the NSA to learn
more, as well as my own Website which documents this insidious
technology in great detail.
Google: AKWEI VS NSA
Also see:
http://www.9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogs
Guest 2 years ago
You don't list any sources to back up your claim. I have read the
Akewei vs. NSA in addition to this post and I don't believe in the idea
that any human can be turned into walking, live, video cameras for
the government. I don't believe that our thoughts can be determined
either.
What you do have correct is the ability to send signals directly to the
audiory cortex. This technology can be used to enroll people in
"sleep deprivation programs". Expecially effective when coupled with
biosensors which project brain wave/sleep data to a remote source.
If I hadn't been in the program myself, I wouldn't have believed this
(sleep deprived since 3/2006).
I'm not a drug dealer, criminal, or outspoken anti-American. I just
happened to be in the wrong place at the right time.
Anonymous 2 years ago
As a long-term target of this technology I am certain that it can be
used to manipulate the thoughts of those being used for such non
consensual human experimentation as has been attested to by
hundreds of other people who are being illegally used as such
subjects.
As such, there is no longer any question that the NSA and other
agencies of U.S. Intel are committing serious crimes against
American citizens, while denying them their right to due process of
law.
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A further sign of the New World Order and its intent to destroy the
U.S. Bill of Rights.
Another problem is that Intel cyberstalks many of its targets over the
Internet, with the express intention of posting remarks which are
used in which to discredit the comments of legitimate targets of non
consensual human experimentation, since the Intel community would
not be around for very long if the American people learned that they
had been brain fingerprinted by the NSA back in the 1970's, and
electronically monitored since the early 1980's.
A true crime of treason and an executionable offense.
Guest 2 years ago
The NSA would never experiment on unwilling US citizens! That's
what contracted firms are for. ;)

SquidWard 2 years ago
Anonymous is right. Jim is most certainly out to discredit the claims
of the victims. His website appears legit at first, but is pure
gobbledygook! There are plenty other bogus webs out there making
ridiculous claims - all with intent to undermine the credibility of the
real victims. I wonder who is sending them paychecks....
anonymous 2 years ago
9-11 the mother of all black operations is documents the NSA's
illegal surveillance and use of American citizens for non consensual
experimentation. It also cites former NSA operative John St. Clair
Akwei's 1991 lawsuit against the NSA which describes the NSA's
Signals Intelligence operations in detail.
It would seem that from the prior to post Intel's ops are on this site to
discredit legitimate whistle blowers like Akwei, Marino, Tice and
myriad others who are telling some very ugly truths about the NSA
that the U.S. Intelligence community would rather not have told.
As for paychecks, Squidwad is likely collecting them from Intel for
cyberstalking legitimate targets of these crimes, and likely posted the
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anonymous comment before his own.
Jim 2 years ago
AKWEI VS NSA is an excellent source. And you will notice that the
article Akwei VS NSA supplies at least 40 additional references.
Unfortunately the NSA has been very sneaky about illegally brain
fingerprinting American citizens without our knowledge or consent. A
terrible thing.
gloria 2 years ago
Where is the RNM located?
Johnny 24 months ago
If a non-believer would spend some time to research patents and
such, you could see that the technology exists. Sure, the NSA and
Police aren't going to admit using something that will financially
break them, or an admission to violating the Constitution of the
United States. They may however claim your part of a gang or
terrorist organization when you aren't, so the Attorney General can
file for a Secret Court Warrant to interrogate you in this manner.
I have personally heard the admission of an individual teaching the
police in Missouri to use this technology. Chicago District of the FBI
are wide boundaries that include Missouri. The abuse is phenominal
and will certainly cause a financial collapsation of the economy when
it is fully exposed. A long time ago the CB Radio was a way the
police communicated. Nowaday the police use a narrow bandwidth
radio that can be directed to a subject with precise alignment with
the use of GPS Satellite Systems that Chicago District uses now.
Johnny 24 months ago
This is a site with USPatents:
http://www.us-government-torture.com/techie.html
jade 22 months ago
where to buy this device, RNM?

KillerKendra profile image
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KillerKendra 21 months ago
look it up on bing or google cause i dont know
WARRIORS 21 months ago
ALL WHO ARE INVOLVED IN THE DEVOLOPMENT OF THIS
TECHOLOGY WILL ALL HAVE THERE PART IN THE LAKE OF
FIRE AND BRIMESTONE!!! THIS IS EVIL AND DEMONIC AND
POINTS TOWARDS SATAN HIMSELF. ALL WHO ARE
RESPONSIBLE THINK THEY WILL GET AWAY WITH THIS CRIME
OF HUMANITY , BUT LIKE THERE EVIL FATHER SATAN ARE
LIVING WITHIN LIES AND DECEPTION. THEY WILL BE
DESTROYED VERY SOON, AND WILL NOT GET AWAY WITH
ANY OF THIS EVIL AND WICKEDNESS.

taggster 21 months ago
Many people may say that they don't believe in this. I am one who
can say that it is true. I am a victim of this. Unfortunately, there is no
one willing to admit in what has taken place. I have been forced out
of my job, convinced to check myself into psychiatric hospitals. I
have been followed and I have also had my brain tweeked
repeatedly on a number of occasions when I wouldn't succumb to
voices that were presenting what would happen to me if I didn't listen
to them. So for me, I'm not in a state of denial but I am in a state of
confusion because I don't know how to make these people stop and
if I don't find some type of avenue to create a resolution to this I fear
that this will continue for the rest of my life. I have spent the last
three years building a case against these people. The worst part
about it for me is that I am an HIV positive gay male which you'd
think that maybe these people would show some remorse for what
they have done. I have had my health insurance taken from me
because of this fiasco and I have had to start my life over in another
city and I am still being talked to on a daily basis. I started hearing
these people more frequently after something short circuited in my
brain which sounded like static on a television. Ever since then I
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have been tormented on a daily basis by the machine. I have had to
listen to statements repeat themselves everday for over a year. Their
goal is to make you completely succumb to them by letting them take
your sanity. Be thankful that this isn't happening to you. If anyone
has any ideas for how I can attack this, blocking a signal or anything
it is much appreciated.
portland 21 months ago
I do believe in this. That millions of people are being monitoried and
that before you start thinking "I have nothing to hide." I say I have
been monitoried since I was 5 or 6 and that my Mother has also
been Brian Printed.
"They" have a templet so to say. So if you start to see blue lights
behind your eyes, hear itermittant voices, think you are being
contacted by a religion, or that some one of interest like a star or
political figure is interested in you socially know that you could be
under attack.
This kind of torture was used in the south by the KKK to expel
blacks. When do we hear about it? How long have you heard the
joke about someone saying that they are being shot by micro waves
from the satilights, those people went to the asylem or committed
suicide and only the internet and shear numbers have made it
common knowledge.
People have reported that they felt that they had been monitored in
school and made to feel tired, irritable and forgetful. That at least
three states have made Remote Neural Monitoring illegal with jail
time to be serves if it is found you are using this technology one such
state is Michigan.
This is a war being fought and the casualties are people thinking
they need to go to the doctor, therapist, institutions and hospitals.
"They" are selecting who is sucessful. And it is not the
underprivliged. There is alot of money to be made on prescriptions
for the mentally unabled and this technology is some how physical
and very powerful as it pertains to the body.



Once you are hip to the material you might notice that this kind of
Touture is being used everywhere and not to find the criminals as
first reported. But to create criminals. I read in "Rolling Stone" issue
11/12/2009, that Louis Bressler of the Fort Carson Murder Spree
heard and was fighting off a demon as reported by his girlfriend. This
struck me because I had known another person who said when they
were attacked they had been made to hear demon voices.
"They" can use this technology to sublimanally (sp?) suggest you to
buy tings, vote, that it is reportedly very hard to ascertain your inner
voice from their's and that because of studies on the brain "They"
can map out and make you do and say things very strange. That
there are no secrets not even the lock to your safe your social
sucerity number how you love your wife or husband.
There has to be counter technology or there are no spys no state
secrets. Science would all be shared. Some would have a very unfair
advantage over the all. I do not support the use of Microwave
Technloogy to be used.
I am very unhappy to know that this technology exists and to read
about people possibly be made to lose sleep and then go committ
crimes or not succeed in school or be molested via satilight or to
think they are having a religious moment and good exists to be let
down and know it is just a community pervert and peoples lives are
being molded by weirdos. Sad.
bobdunn 20 months ago
The use of lexical patterns is used by supercomputer program, and
of course advanced neural network that learns (somewhat), a adept
person was known to figure out the patterns opposites of meaning,
grammatical rules, etc.
The San Diego Skulls and Crossbones (UCSD) are known t have
such a system at their disposal having stolen pass keys and
technology from their CIA or NSA or military fathers and mothers
without their knowledge. With such pass keys and knowledge of the
systems it is thought that they even use the KH-9 satellites system



without recognition by responsible authority that really un-authorized
personnel are accessing such National systems and also through the
U of C chain Universitys and their connections with the National
Laboratorys like the Argonne National Laboratorys. See Non-Lethal
Weapons initiative.
Ed  20 months ago
Seems that this situation also exists in Coronado, CA.
So... how about some inexpensive detectors and countermeasures?
The adversary will only hide behind the "have you seen a
psychatrist" cover until admissable evidence is placed in front of a
legal body with the clout to change the situation. And I wouldn' t
suppose that hanging from a rope or victim of a carbomb is what
most judges or federal agents consider a reason to prosecute a
case.
Also, the temptation for both sides to use this harassment must be
great. What, then, to do? As a victim, I am equally ambivalent.
Education and countermeasures seem lilt the only viable option.

dallas93444 profile image
dallas93444 Level 6 Commenter 18 months ago
Wow ! My book although fiction, (my piece of mind and plausible
denial)is based upon actual facts discusses my first hand
experiences and observations.... Perhaps humorous, is the man who
built a tinfoil hat to protect himself. For those who are "aware" my
book has inferred, implied information for those who are aware of the
abuse of the "need to know classified philosophy).
Kirt Ian Williams of Omaha,NE 18 months ago
I know that I am an unvoluntary victim of remote neural monitoring. I
do not know who it is all together but I believe it has its origins with
the U.S. Government and is being used on behalf of the State of
Nebraska. Not only are my thoughts being read but they are making
me here them. Full conversations and everything but only when I am
alone which rules out schizophrenia all together. I am being
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harassed by everyone I meet here in Omaha including my family.
Everyone has turned on me like something out of the invasion of the
body snatchers or something. I would laugh but it is not really funny
when it happens to you. They make me see hallucinations and also
feel things. The main thing they are doing is invading my dreams. I
know it is them because not only is the dream vivid but I haven't
remembered a dream since I was 16 years old and ever since they
have started I remember them all. Some kind of way they are using
mind control tactics and subliminal messages to make me do things
as well as just making me do them. They usually don't do this around
people either. I guess they don't want to scare or hurt their agents of
harassment. If you don't believe me check
out http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/artic and http://searchwarp.com/swa310640.htm They
describe what's happening me exactly. Hit me up with answer or put
this out further on the web or whatever you can
do. kirtwilliams@hotmail.com

someonewhoknows profile image
someonewhoknows Level 6 Commenter 18 months ago
I would guess that wearing something like a football or motorcycle
helmet lined with lead and woven copper net might keep out the
microwaves radiation.
Mary Ofstead 18 months ago
I'm a victim. My brain is getting pounded, they move my jaw, my
cheeks, make me not sleep, not breathe...if it weren't for Tim Rifat's
remote viewing and Shamanic overlay I would be dead. He's had to
revive me 5 times....they've sent death threats if I do any spiritaul or
metaphysical healing they'll kill me. There' s huge magnetic pulse on
the back of my neck he's trying to get off....they're
CRIMINALS...should be in JAIL. Obama is responisible for this. One
day he will be sorry he didn't do any of this and they do it to him and
his family. It's heinous, they've attacked me every single night and
day horribly to the point of not being able to listen, read, think, sleep,
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eat...you name it, they've done it so my body....they're horribley
horrible CRIMINALS.....
a victim 18 months ago
They are using this technology to steal ideas and intellectual
property from people. The problem is that you can't sue these
criminals even though you know that they are making money with
your ideas.
firstbornbirdman 17 months ago
At first I thought I myself was crazy, but then I discovered about this
covert remote mental harrasment and torture by different arms of the
intelligent community(NSA,CIA,etc) I didnt understand why they
have victimized me and other innocent citizens but when I learned
about the order of the illuminati it began to make sense. This is all
about a mind control agenda on a global scale. This silent holocaust
will only get worse with time unless there their is a collective
conscious awakening. Americans must exercise what freedoms that
still remain and take our government back before they gain full
control! These are perilous times indeed!
ERIC GODDARD 17 months ago
IT’S HARD TO BELIEVE HOW ONE GENERATION CAN WITNESS
THE WARNING ABOUT BIG BROTHER AS KID’S IN THE 60’s,
AND LIVE TO SEE IT ACTUALLY HAPPENING TO US TODAY.
WOW, SO SOON !! AND SO OBVIOUS.
IF YOU’RE IN YOU’RE 50’s, LIKE ME, WE ARE THE FIRST
GENERATION TO HAVE TODAY’S REMOTE NEURAL
COMMUNICATION, MONITORING AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
UNFILTERED INTO OUR MINDS. THE ONLY ONES WITH
ENOUGH FIRSTHAND KNOWLEDGE OF RECENT HISTORY TO
ACT IN BEHALF OF JUSTICE REGARDING THE SNEAKY AND
UNDERHANDED WAY OUR GOVERNMENT IS USING IT.
AND A VERY BIG RESPONSIBILITY TO FUTURE GENERATIONS
IN THE USA, TO MAKE SURE WE DON’T ALLOW IT TO
CONTINUE TO BE USED AS A TORTURE AND MIND CONTROL



WEAPON, OR TO SEGREGATE, PROGRAM AND PIT US
AGAINST EACH OTHER IN THE UNITED STATES BY OUR OWN
GOVERNMENT’S COVERT AGENCIES AND FEDERALLY
CONTRACTED PRIVATE ENTERPRISES.
hey 17 months ago
what do you think mass hallucination exercises involving ufo's are?
these programs also involve religion....who are you praying to?who
plays god?serve your master and he will serve you...i"ve seen it,i've
lived it...i saw lots more,but ........too bad executive law makes
people choose between self-sedation(prescriptions) or torture...talk
about it,have your rights taken away....
ERIC GODDARD 17 months ago
WE ALL NEED TO FIND OUT WHY THE PEOPLE WE PAY A LOT
OF MONEY TO DO THE JOB OF GETTING TO THE TRUTH,
UPHOLDING THE LAW, AND PROTECTING PEOPLE FROM
THESE THINGS, ARE LYING BY REFUSING TO ADMIT THE
PERPETRATORS EXISTS.
AND TURNING VICTIMS OF VIOLENT CRIMES OVER TO STATE
MENTAL INSTITUTIONS, AND ALLOWING PERFECTLY SANE
AMERICAN CITIZENS TO BE WAREHOUSED FOR LONG
PERIODS OF TIME ILLEGALLY UNDER INCARCERATION.
UNFORTUNATELY THEY SEEM TO HAVE COME TO BELIEVE
THEY CAN GET AWAY WITH ACTING LIKE BY BEING THE VERY
IMPORTANT DOCTORS, PSYCHIATRISTS, OFFICERS OF THE
LAW, FBI AGENTS, ELECTED OFFICIALS AND PILLARS OF THE
COMMUNITY, THEY CAN JUST ACT LIKE IT WOULD BE A
WASTE OF THEIR VERY VALUABLE TIME TO PURSUE THE
DELUSIONS AND HALLUCINATIONS OF A PARANOID
SCHIZOPHRENIC WHEN IT CONCERNS BEING CONFRONTED
WITH THIS TECHNOLOGY.
AND WITH AN ATTITUDE THAT ANYONE THE POLICE
CONSIDER ((WORTHY)) OF THE TRUTH AND PROTECTION
REGARDING PROBLEMS WITH THE PEOPLE CONTROLLING



THIS TECHNOLOGY, WOULDN’T NEED TO COME TO THEM FOR
HELP IN THE FIRST PLACE.
AND WHAT THEY’VE NEVER HAD TO GO TROUGH
THEMSELVES, WILL ALL JUST MIRACULOUSLY DISAPPEAR AS
SOON AS THEY RID THEMSELVES OF THE WORTHLESS
SCUMBAG LOWLIFE DOPE HEADS BY HAVING THEM PUT IN
PRISONS OR DECLARED INSANE AND COMMITTED IN MENTAL
INSTITUTION’S SO THEY CAN CONTINUE PRETENDING THIS
VERY REAL TECHNOLOGY PEOPLE’S LIVES ARE BEING
RUINED WITH, DOESN’T EXIST LIKE THEY WERE OBVIOUSLY
TOLD TO DO BY PEOPLE THEY HAVE SOMEHOW CAME TO
BELIEVE DESERVE RESPECT.
THIS IS COMPLETELY UNACCEPTABLE IN AMERICAN SOCIETY.
THIS GOVERNMENT’S HAVING TO BE SNEAKY
UNDERHANDED, MANIPULATIVE AND INTIMIDATING TO DO
THESE THINGS.
AND I’LL BE VERY INTERESTED TO FIND OUT JUST EXACTLY
HOW MANY OTHER PEOPLE THEY’VE DONE THIS TO AFTER
WE’VE HAD A COMPLETE REEVALUATION OF EVERY
AMERICAN CITIZEN UNFORTUNATE ENOUGH TO FIND
THEMSELVES IN THE CLUTCHES OF THESE CO-CONSPIRATOR
PUPPETS CALLING THEMSELVES DOCTORS AT SOUTHERN
NEVADA ADULT MENTAL HEALTH.
AND EVERY OTHER STATE MENTAL INSTITUTION IN THE
COUNTRY IF I CAN WAKE PEOPLE UP TO WHAT THEIR REALLY
UP TO. I'M A FIRST HAND VICTOM OF THIS AND ALOT MORE.
PLEASE GO TO ERICGODDARDBLOGSPOT.COM
supratik saha 16 months ago
It is good use to make prostitute, blackmail, assacination, smagling
etc vulnarable activity. SONY SAMSUNG dWiseSolution comnanies
CEOs using this RNM for prostitution bussiness diff. Way for their
won profit. This is great job of those CEOs.



hey 16 months ago
once when broadcasts were bouncing from one electronic item to
another i was using a digital voice recorder to record what i was
hearing when it was used as an improvised electronic harassment
device itself...i rewound it and sure enough it had captured the same
statement i had heard,but without the sythesized terroristic
sound...also lookup emf protection....certain lined fabrics muffle the
sound...works best covering your whole body....a statistical study of
this could be proven...also paint is availiable,but too expensive for
anyone suffering this to afford probably...i covered one member of a
"federal Company" with this fabric and imagine that? the police
showed up and said someone had dialed 911,but this person didnt
have a phone..ha ha ....i have been investigating this for years and
that is pretty much how i came to be a victim...some things they just
cannot keep their mouths shut about...ha,ha,...
then they offer you peace to do their work...ha ha ...and on disability
you have all the necessities and excuses you need to do it....this is
human trafficking,forced
labor,slavery,fraud,malpractice,torture,rape,etc....everyone is afraid
to speakout...sometimes innocents are targeted for plausable
deniability purposes...they can give you a heart attack...talk about
intimidation....i can prove it with support from unknown
investigators...why is the press so silent on this?my liberty has been
assualted,,,,i could go on and on...anyone know a lawyer that works
on these kinda cases?
jackfrost 16 months ago
its not any speaking out that needs to take place an act of war
against theses criminals must take place...

another anony 16 months ago
Something is going on, but who's to say it's the NSA doing the non
consensual experiments? Whatever it is, it appears government
sanctioned. Some of us survivors from previous ridiculous unethical
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experiments got on the electronic harassment list just to discredit us.
The weird thing is that it's almost completely ignored by the very
people who should be concerned.
What's sad too is that the groups associated with help for this are
pretty much "cointelproed," making it that much harder for any
efficient activism. The end of this has to come from the inside. One
can only hope that people inside the government with morals, ethics
and balls will step forward and say stop. This is not national security.
This is bs.

another anony 16 months ago
I thought of another point. Even if supercomputers are used to
"decode" the brain there are two essential problems that boil down to
this: all science is limited by human interpretation. That is, someone
human decides what's important and how to program the computer
and someone human has to read the output. It's the same blindspot
that has caused such arrogance in the sciences.
To be a victim of whatever kind of nonconsensual experimentation is
doubly offensive when one doesn't even respect the
science/scientists behind it. The same goes to the behavioralists
who feel that if the view us as our "animal" selves they'll get far in
understanding human behavior. They don't really even understand
the other animals. Someone should write a blog on scientific
narcissism.
starkeep 15 months ago
My opinion is that the fbi has a national threat assessment team and
that corporation can put people on
that list. ONce on the harrassment continues for life.
Kola Kehinde 14 months ago
What if the conditions of science today is to ask God to finally
seperate Good from Evil. How?,when we are living the goodness by
words and practice,a righteous pattern or 'WAYS' or systems is all
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we need to confirm the true meaning of existence. Selection process
from these good guys will be compiled, stored and directed towards
all attempts to neutralise our eternal advantage. We all know the
difference between the two but pressure of life choices hands us
over to evil, but with powerful "FEELING" systems the soul of the
GOOD will make 'NO WAY'to the devil much more relevant at all
confrontation points of (devlish,deviate, divide,delude,devolved,etc.)
guero 14 months ago
i have no idea what they want but they are targetting soldiers such
as myself as for my knowledge its a machine that records all your
souroundings and people you meet every day as if they are making
connections.they have something up there sleeve as if they looking
for some one.music is a big part in this it seems to drive them crazy i
tell them to confront me but they know thats not a good idea they are
scare guns guns guns and more guns will save us always keep one
thats a fact.remind yourself every day that they are there isolate as
much possible the mexican mountains is my safe zone when i get
there i have my brain back i promise youll feel the same.this is
something the goverment has fault for we all know that.we are
special keep that in mind stop trying to convince people to beleive
there not going too till experience it themselfs.tell them guero is
going to kill them for a whole day and youll see they will act even
more scare of us we are powerfull this our memorys our minds our
brains and they robbed us from them we have to stop this on our
own music more music beats them at there own game we are not
crazy dont let them fool you by not bothering you anymore they are
there and they are real note evry situation and every person you
meet try to make the connection yourself then note the people they
knoe and you will see how big this is every person has three screens
one for our memorys two for our life as in what you are doing right
now three as for what you feel and image map it out and youll
understand im here for all of you and im not gonna stop tell them that
all the time guero guero guero guero guero is coming and they will
stop they are scare already thoughts you have a regular basis are
fake go with gut instinct all the time.sleeping is the hardest because



they are the ones that make those dreams i had one dream for
months over and over dont worry our numbers are growing and we
are getting stronger be happy and isolate as much possible dont let
them finish what they started thats there mission to have a link with
every mind possible this guero from chicago and note they use
signals antennas make it stronger dejavu is a big factor in this game
when something tells you you seen it trust me you have driving is a
big hazard avoid it as much possible you are not alone we are in this
together be careful and dont forget there day will come regardless
technology moves fast so note every thing since they started a keep
it safe in details okay they gonna die for messing with us be proud of
yourself you are part of there destruction and they know it thats why
they have messed with you.
tower* 14 months ago
I am an experiment subject from Tower 8... I also have 16 implants in
my teeth... No Worries! They underestimated the mentals! I give
them so much grief... they will probably drop me one day... LOL
Tess 12 months ago
I thought this article was great.
There's a historic investigative process that I'm resolving in london,
which I could greatly advance using RNM if the police are brave
enough in accepting that people telling the truth could remember the
truth and create a digital image from recollecting a historic
experience.
Im sure that involuntary implanting has been a way that
unscrupulous people frightened from witnesses telling the truth,
thought they were minimising the chance for people believing
witnesses. But there is the thought that what goes around comes
around and with that, the possible chance that these same
technologies could be an answer in how witnesses prove that the
history was the truth.
fedup 12 months ago



I work at the Public Guardian's Office for Santa Clara County
California and I've been a victim for over two years. I'm moving to the
Philippines. I'm done here. Prayerfully, I will be able to live my life to
the fullest in the Philippines.
Knufje 11 months ago
I am a survivor. I was attached involuntary to the worldwide SWEATS
system. I think this Remote Neural Monitoring stuff is technically
operated by adressing (HAARP? Alaska and Ohio based) DNA/RNA
of humans, but who cares. It works. Being a surveilant has both
good things and bad things: lonely ppl can benefit by feeling not
lonely anymore. Because of a sweet live follower companion they
hear. And the targeted bad guys can commit a crime by being
provocated in their head,and that is what we dont want but it
happens. But in that way I can image it is shocking to see someone
die you perpretate the brains(and thus private life) off.
Good luck with your personally use of this system. Roma Est. Bye
big brother.
Jun 11 months ago
Funny, 'coz I've got a few experiments of my own to conduct.
Involving a machette and surgeon's knives. I think I just found my
subjects =]
miserable 11 months ago
yep - a victim. it's either a rnm device or something that simulates
the same things. does anyone know? it's the worst life in the world.
7 Months in 10 months ago
I have to say, in all my reading, I haven't come across anyone with
objective views and experiences such as mine.
I'll start by saying that at the outset of being inducted into the mind
control program/network, my life was essentially taken apart and
ruined. I spent most every second of every day with artificially
induced anxiety/pounding heartbeat, occasionally was hit with
enough radiation to make me pass out (I'm a very athletic indivual).



However, about three months into things began to change, as if I had
somehow "graduated" my initiation. The system began to placate
me. We are a telepathic people/race now. The program allows me to
communicate with my girlfriend and friends telepathically. I can with
nothing more than my own thoughts communicate with, influence
feelings of, induce harm upon and data mine past life experiences of
people around me. The system revolves around human brain
entrainment, to prepare human beings for future transcendence into
Singularity. Instead of inducing pain the system induces intense
waves of artificial pleasure and calm over me like nothing I've ever
experienced.
I'm confident that a far larger majority of our people than most of you
think are already on this network, and are being placated like me so
as not to talk about the existence of said network.
Anyone else have experiences similar to mine?
Raj Kumar Rajahnayagam 10 months ago
Dear Friends,
I am going through a big problems similar to what is described
above.
I am not sure to whom I can seek help, I seek assistance. My e mail
will be cute5050@yahoo.com sorry my email is not so professional
and my English is not perfect.
I was in Switzerland, did my business research, then became
unconscious not sure for how long, I was in the holy ground then
when i got attacked by this wave on my head, all I know is that I was
going to India to visit the holy pilgrims, meanwhile (suspecting)
friends and relatives were gathering informations to solve the
problem from Edwin and Jeffrey Anrada (Philippine who hold Swiss
Passport), I am Malaysian ( was questioned also by don't know who
are the people suspecting the Government) United State and the EU
Organization (Suspected was involved)
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I am not a criminal, almost all my Business Ideas was taken out used
by many media, movies by few artist or so called singers are singing
to promote some ideas of mine, and movie artist or directors using
few ideas from mine.
I was badly pained by this wave, I often got this I don't know what to
call them, like something poking my heart, kidney, livers,
stomach,brains, head, back bones, basically my whole body.
I am still sending mails to a friend who claimed to sponsor me in
solving my problems, and suspected to collect earning from that or
funds or investment... I am not sure... there were psychological
question put onto me... he managed to form a team to solve many
problems using so called communication using no mobiles but my
brains through satellite connections.
I am sending some mails, but his responds are different like he
doesn't know that... what ever... I still send mails to many link or up
date him my mails just in case if I am murdered by this wave.
I am not sure if you can help me... I am seeking your help, please
mail to the mentioned email add.
Raj
Marie 10 months ago
I do not think Remote Neural Monitoring is a good tool for Police
Work. The Monitoring is olny as good as the Monitorer behind the
machine. Monitoring can and has been used to cause disease and
damage to the environment. Think about it is only radioactive. It's a
microwave lasor beam aimed at your head. Monitors have used the
Beam to cause innocent peoples to hurt themselves and others.
Mind reading can not replace community. If you want less crime give
more. Those monitors and it could be anyone even other
governments kill people and cause un-natural mental disorders. I just
get really upset when some fool who has not been monitored and
slandered thinks it's just "Mindreading." It is much more dangerous
than that. And there is no standard. You can't complain to the police
or FBI if it is done poorly. No secrets disclose monitoring to the public



so you are being monitored improperly you can get help. Look
around at the children with little or no hair and strange shaped
heads. Peole with wide parts in their hair. Mnitoring is here. Acne.
Flu. Mental illness. Heart disease. all can be caused by Monitoring.
guest 7 months ago
i would like to say, i do belive that people can be remotly controlled
by others using these chips.
i have to say i´m one of those. i dont know how i dont know why, they
implanted a chip inside me, but belive this, they realy control
everything and chang it. your habbits, personality, concentration....
everything. i not paranoid or crazy, i tested that already.
i have only one question, how can you get these chips or this
controlling out of your life?
please can some one help me!!! P.S. i live in Germany
Jesse mccrum 7 months ago
it can be used for lots of things i believe it has to do with training that
can have to do with endurance, causing fatigue otherwise can be
called harassing to the patient, subject. think medical study signed
on and next thing you know your life is under someones control but
you had no way of knowing what the study was about infact you
probably just signed up for an english 101 class and over the course
of time became more and more in "training" " voodoo" "mind is being
trained" removal of past issues,
guest  5 months ago
Voice-to-Skull is a radio that can target one person at a time. The
person hears the voice-to-skull operators speak whether they want
to or not, without the aid of any chips or receiving device. Some
people have experienced night and day verbal harassment by this
technology which can last years sometimes.
A helpful tool for this is to listen to a jumble of sounds, such as a mix
of 6 radios found below. This drowns out the voices of harassers,
making them just one voice in a crowd.



This website has a mix of 6 radios for victims suffering from
electronic harassment:
http://www.raven1.net/audio/6radios-lo.mp3
Another simple tool is to listen to 2 or more radios at once, or to keep
the T.V. on at the same time as a radio, making a similar jumble of
sound.
Taking a simple sleeping pill at night is helpful in combating nightly
noise regardless of the source.
Mind you, these 'cures' only work for those suffering artificially
induced 'auditory hallucinations'. People suffering from real ones
need traditional medication.
If this happens to you, and even if it hasn't, write to your Senator and
Representative, educating them on the issue, and urging them to
ban nonconsensual human experimentation, and to rid us of
psychological weapons. At least ask them to create an avenue for
victims to safely complain of abuse, and a human rights committee
to look into this!
M.P. 5 months ago
I have had experiences with a device similar to a neurophone (i.e. a
mindreading technology). I found something curious. The operators
of the machinery could 'hear' words thought, and 'see' pictures, but
did not necessarily have the remotest idea what those meant to the
thinker. People's thoughts can be scattered, we are capable of
thinking one thing and doing another, or acting without thinking at all.
Also the recordings of those thoughts can be easily edited to mean
just the opposite of what they seemed to be. This really ruins the tool
as far as national security goes.
Jeffery Brian Bahry 4 months ago
I am predicting this technology to be announced soon.
theone
important! 4 months ago
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Social cognitive psychologists named Dr. matthew Lieberman and
Dr. Naomi Eisenberger (at UCLA) have been using this type of
technology on un-consenting individuals for over 7 years now! They
have been using it to unethically obtain their scientific data to their
social cognitive neuroscience research experiments and to illegally
jump ahead of their competition. They use it for unethical neuro-
marketing research ,ways of persuasion and aid in developing mind
reading technologies. They also deliberately cause pain to their un-
consenting subjects to monitor the harmful damaging effects that
extreme amounts of long-term physical and emotional pain does to
the body's immune system, health,brain and well-being!
They use it to illegally and immorally monitor their un-consenting and
un-knowing research subjects as they force them to interact in
extremely distressing and harmful real-time social situations that
,UCLA's Dr. Matthew Lieberman and Dr. Naomi Eisenberger, had
maliciously manipulated in ways that will cause their research
subjects to experience extreme amounts of social distress! They
have used this unethical tactic, to acquire their fraudulent scientific
data that was pointed out in the ongoing on-line debate called 'The
Scan Scandal'!
important! 4 months ago
A company called , 'North Vector Inc.' uses this type of technology in
their line of work! They are doing research and development with this
type of technology and conducting cold war style field testing to
develop different ways that they can use this technology to covertly
harm and break a person down.
North Vector Inc. is located in Menlo Park , Calif.. It is owned and ran
by ex-navy seals named Chuck O'connor , Ross Hangebrauk and
Geoffrey Baehr ,who worked for sunmicrosystems. Gregg andrew
Hurwitz is a author and a good friend of theirs who hangs out with
them to get information he can use in for his novels and scripts for
the series V on prime time Television ect..
Nuatan 3 months ago



Remote Neural Monitoring details:
It is no longer necessary to use electrodes to monitor brain function
at a distance. After Delgado's experiments in the 1950s, began to
use a model for EEG biometrics at a distance that allows the
individuation and activation of mental functions to different
individuals, and distance, without electrodes. Details are on this site
that deals with the physical control of the mind so scientific and
objective. https://sites.google.com/site/controlemental
Anonymous 3 months ago
This hideous operation that is being conducted,should be,
elimanated! If the goverment cannot be stopped, man-kind doomed!
RNM loves to create hallucination, (Smiling signs, "Speed limit signs
55' and more! Sleep deprevation, control bodily functions! Real pain
in the "Ass".!
Anonymous 3 months ago
First of all this is a major crime ring/rape ring and anyone this is
happening to needs to take the situation seriously. We have all been
lied to and have believed this is the government or government
agents. It is not, it is a crime ring and all who have had this happen
to them nee to report to their nearest military recruiting station in
person or if not possible by phone to be protected as law
enforcement has been unsuccessful in responding fast enough or
being aware of the technology. Please go to the military asap. They
made the technology and take the situation seriously. I myself went
to a recruiting station and reported it as a bluetooth implanted behind
my ear. A soldier was posted at my near my residence immediatly.

MIRIAM777 profile image
MIRIAM777 3 months ago
Great Article! Remote Neural Programming has no respect of
person. It is an unregulated criminal program. Please see:
Pastor Tims: An Awesome Pastor Killed under Unregulated Mind
Control and Brainwashing Conditions

https://sites.google.com/site/controlemental
http://miriam777.hubpages.com/
http://miriam777.hubpages.com/


http://knol.google.com/k/ms-snyder/pastor-tims-an-
Guinea Pig 3 months ago
Like any technology it can be used for good or evil. Obviously also
like most technologies it is first being used for evil. Usually when a
technology is released there is no stopping it. I think that it should be
released to the public domain immediately. The public domain can
use it for communications, education and psychology/health. The
public domain will also allow creation of counter measures and
personal prevention methods which is why this is obviously being
kept a secret. ALL TRANSMISSIONS CAN BE STOPPED.
I think one of the major issues facing this technology being used for
crime prevention is that it is: a violation of one’s rights not to
incriminate themselves and many more, what one thinks is many
times not what one does (ever think of hitting your boss or a
coworker,) and it would be used a “pre-crime” basis which is
absolutely ludicrous and our criminal judicial system is very much
designed for crimes committed. There is VERY reasonable doubt
that someone would not do something they have not yet done. In
short: release it to the public sphere and when laws are re-designed
to accommodate such conflicts then it she be revisited. The fact that
it’s released for “crime prevention” first is a sign of our times.
Guinea Pig 3 months ago
PS: Does anyone know if this thing can detect emotions? If not I
think it would another big time downfall.
M 2 months ago
There are some things you won't be capable of doing anything about
your problems. I just want to say this...All of this can be broken down
to make sense. I'm not the one to answer but there will NEVER be
any Judicial area that will acknowledge this kind of mind minuplation,
it says so. So do something productive and keep busy it helps keeps
your mind too busy for anything to bother you. Hang in there - if you
are having these problems your going to have them the rest of your
life. So, don't be angry it doesn't help your situation. Put it behind
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you and stay away from thinking about it. Again, keep busy and rest
only when someone is with you. You should NEVER discuss, talk, or
write anything about what you are thinking or you will be labled by
the government as a Paranoid Schizophrenic which in some cases
can be helpful.
guest 2 months ago
i believe this whole theory.. is BS, you people sound like mental
patients talking. can you guys not ignore this, i do everyday..for the
past 4 years i heard stuff, now i ignore it...toughen up and dont be
scared, s/n you guys posting stuff like this leads to one believing
somethings wrong with them
another 2 months ago
I believe there is another factor here. It is thought that a chip can be
implanted within, and given a number as in a phone
number,accessed as such, and then it is sold for money. It can be
used as a game to harrass, or if people know the right people, can
be used to help that individual achieve their goals in life. Beware of
people and family needing money and those that are jealous of you.
Debbie 2 months ago
The microchips are probably in everyone now and it is not big
brother, it is the American Mafia controlling everyone. They see
everything every body does from underground. They are using the
Technology to TERRORIZE people and make their victims
volnerable. Schizophrenia is not a mental disorder, it is Mafia
CRIMES, the Mafia playing God, evil God, they've fooled everyone
into thinking God was good. The churches have been supporting an
evil society underground where they are abusing, torturing, and
mutilating innocent people for Eternal Life to TERRORIZE their
MONEY GENERATOR SLAVE to GENERATE MONEY, robbing it
from the rest of the world.
These gangsters told me about TERRORIZING people, abducting
people, STAGING INCIDENTS ans ACTS, Sophisticated Technology
beyond that of normal society, and chips implanted in their hands



which allows them access into their secret underground society. Now
that they are TERRORIZING me, through their Sophisticated
Technology by spying through my brain they are showing and telling
me they have Mind Control Technology on everybody. The Bible
talks about the 'Mark of the Beast' and it will be had by everyone, in
nonsymbolic terms the 'Mark' is Mind Control, and the 'Beast' is the
Mafia. These are the worlds most wanted TERRORISTS, STAGING
EVENTS and ACTS that are causing a cataclysmic, catastropic,
economic crisis.
They are Controlling peoples minds so that they can get away with
their CRIMES. They told me about STAGING DEATHS about 11 and
12 years ago, and about 2 years ago I realized they had STAGED
my mother's death about 23 years ago and abducted her
underground and have been torturing her all this time, and using
their Mind Control Technology they forced my Uncle to hear my mom
getting beaten up to make him GENERATE A LOT OF MONEY
FAST. This story is actually Revelations in the Bible which is
PREMEDITATED CRIMES to rob the system, sucking up all the
MONEY. They need to be stopped before the economic crisis gets
any worse. There should be a way of disabling their Mind Control
Technology so people can have their own mind again.
This Technology can see inside everyone's mind and can
communicate with them too, but is really used to TERRORIZE
victims because it exposes people's private information. This is a
violation of human rights. They also say they can erase something
out of someone's memory. This is dangerous Technology in the
hands of wicked people.

ywww4234yahooca 2 months ago
and everyone knows, as much as people do not talk about it,
everyone knows about the high tech survalence, and the criminals
know too. People are being framed, identiy theft, and people are
being radiated to death for somethings that are not their fault. I
suspect i am the victum of such fraud.

http://ywww4234yahooca.hubpages.com/


There are nations that want to see America destroyed, or are
plannning war against us, and are using this defense as a weapon
against our brightest and best, even our political leaders are being
framed and as a result being electricuted, given electrical
lobotomies, as an act of terror, by countries seeing what they can do
to turn our technology against us.
Jupiter 2 months ago
Remote Neural Monitoring Technology is now with Mukesh Ambani's
Reliance, which is being used on Ministers to get confidential policy
information, on competitors and employees.
michael vance 2 months ago
I'm wondering all of the locations this is happening ? I'm I'm the k.c.
mo. Area . They have the nerve to call blocking this out ... Work .
Miguel Angel Rodriguez 7 weeks ago
I’m a vicim of Remote Neural Monitoring, i guess i’m new at this
since i’ve only experienced a full blown attack for about 5 months
which apparently is nothing compared to some other victims who
have experienced this torture for decades. It is true that they monitor
everything you do and they don’t let their presence be known to you
until they feel they have every neural response mapped out, in other
words they won’t start speaking to you until they feel they can really
screw your brain up. Here is some information i’ve gathered on the
Internet that is pretty vital if you are to survive their games; this
information includes both gangstalking tactics and remote neural
monitoring mind games.
Once they see what you respond to emotionally they will fabricate
‘conversational’ scenarios based on events or topics they know will
capture your attention enough to distract you from the system’s
influence. Everything these people say to you is a lie and they really
don’t care about truth or accuracy
they will begin to fabricate ‘subconscious responses’ which they will
pretend are indicators of honesty/dishonesty, positive recognition,



anxiety, etc, and they will use ‘impulse injection’ to convince you that
the fabricated responses are your own.
What these people do is purely deceptive, there is no valid or even
good reason for any of it. Do not allow them to deter or manipulate
you for any reason.
What they do is a game of deception and manipulation, nothing
more. Do not accept anything they say as truth and do not
acknowledge anything the system interrogates you about as truth.
The system will take random bits of anything it captures through your
senses and fabricate stories which they will use to harass and
interrogate you with no intention other than to distract and torture
you into submission [to the system's influence].
The group can begin by saying the individual’s name, specific words,
different sounds, and use other distracting actions to attract the
individual’s attention. The targeted individual realizes that the group
is using some form of harassment and begins to listen to the group
around him.
Using indirect communication the group can insult the target, attack
the individual’s dignity, integrity, or self-esteem, threaten the victim,
ask questions, and continue to use specific words and sounds to
attract the targeted individual’s attention.
Degrading themes can be not only disturbing to a person, but also
threatening. They are used to attack a persons dignity, self-image,
self-esteem, induce stress, and often used in combination with
negative conditioning.
A group can try to make a targeted individual form degrading and
perverse images by using combinations of words, descriptions,
sounds, and actions. When degrading themes are used on
individuals, the targeted individual can suffer from a psychological
disorder that some psychologists have termed “intrusive thoughts”.
Also, as stated on the first page, insinuations, even though they are
false, can have different affects on an individual. Insinuations of
being a pedophile, a homosexual, a criminal, a liar, etc. Is a form of



attack on a person’s self-image, dignity and integrity, self-esteem,
and can induce stress. One reaction that the victim can have when
targeted is to have the feeling of “feeling guilty of something”.
Pedophilia is at the top of the list in hated things in our society and
being labeled a pedophile has serious consequences, it would
therefore explain why it is so often claimed to be used.
The psychological manipulation of, the pretense or deception of,
wanting a false confession; the threat of wanting false or pretense of
wanting false confessions, to prevent exposure.
In other words, wanting or using the deception of wanting a false
confession has the opposite or reverse effect, the victims ceases all
communication or cooperation.
You would believe or think that torture is used to obtain the truth, but
it’s actually used in many cases to do the opposite.
People can be led to believe things that are false in order to
manipulate them and even to try to drive them to suicide or to harm
others.
For example a person can be led to believe that they are about to be
fired or constantly on the verge of being fired to induce stress,
paranoia, and insecurity. Another example is to lead the person to
believe that they will be sued or going bankrupt, will be falsely
accused resulting in prison time, will never be employed again, or
lose their spouse.
Used with degrading themes the victim can be led to believe that
they will be labeled a pedophile or used as a prostitute. That the
perpetrators control the world and that the victim must obey.
When you are scared, angry, insecure, or uncertain your brain does
not function as well.
When opponents engage in verbal dialogue they will sometimes try
to intimidate, provoke, or make each other uncertain.
• One example is to try to throw your opponent on the defensive or
psychological defensive. (linked to intimidation or manipulation)



• Another example is to use an ambiguity to make the person
uncertain.
• Another example is to use subtle attacks to try to provoke anger,
intimidate, fear, and uncertainty.
Anger: Anger Makes You Powerful or Stronger?
When psychological warfare is waged on someone, attempts are
made to provoke reactions that are harmful to the victim such as
anger.
Anger is the preferred reaction of choice because of the negative
effects it has on the victims health and body such as increased
adrenaline, cortisol levels, and blood pressure; and the victim can be
psychologically manipulated or conditioned to react with anger or
deceived into believing that this makes them more powerful or
stronger.
They will try to give you the impression that you are being evaluated
based on random criteria related to your personal goals and begin
running a routine which will again use the above mentioned methods
of injection and blocking to convince you that you that they are
controlling your mind/memory when in reality the system is
controlling the ‘fabricated or falsified stream’ while interfering with
[overriding] your recollection. Once you become dependant on the
system’s output (or they believe your responses to it are consistent)
they will begin to fabricate ‘subconscious responses’ which they will
pretend are indicators of honesty/dishonesty, positive recognition,
anxiety, etc, and they will use ‘impulse injection’ to convince you that
the fabricated responses are your own. If you are unaware of this
constant manipulation the system will begin to shape your thoughts
and behavior. They will use this to [attempt to] restrict your thoughts
and behavior by blocking [interfering with] your memory while these
suggestions are being provided – the interference is triggered and
can be activated at will by the attackers.
Thou then who hast trials and troubles, rejoice because of them, for
in them is Strength, and by their means is a pathway opened unto



that Light-
No matter what they put you through don’t ever lose hope, if you
believe in God stay faithful and never give up, i can assure you that
you will get stronger with time, you just have to keep your head up
and don’t let them get to you. Remember that nothing lasts forever,
also try to work up the courage to analize everything they do and
write about it on the internet to help other victims who are going
through this, together we stand, divided we fall.
Miguel Angel Rodriguez 7 weeks ago
More tips, if you can try to stay away from hospitals and mental
institutions.. they use these facilities for mind programming and
harrasment for their vicimts. I've experienced a lot of messed up
things in the past 5 months; i went to the hospital and a mental
institution, i've lost my apartment, my girlfriend, my car, i moved
twice to different states and now i'm living in Colombia.. they're still
attacking me daily. 5 months ago i didn't know anything about
gangstalking but i noticed that i was being followed pretty much
everywhere i went and harrased in subtle ways. The harrasment
gets worse with time but you just have to learn to tune it out. Selling
your things and moving away isn't always the best option, they
actually want you to do that because then you'll have less money
and you'll be even easier pray, take it from me, i've literally lost
everything i worked so hard for. If the harrasment gets so bad to the
point where you must move away please don't waste your money on
material things but instead save it and keep it with you if you can
where ever you choose to go, remember that these people want to
break everything that makes you human and for that they must strip
you away from everything you know, they want to take you out of
your comfort zone, make you go bankrupt, break your mind and
eventually manipulate every action you do. Another thing to
remember is that you can't even trust your body anymore, you will
have mixed feelings and sensations that are artificial but feel almost
real so while you're being monitored you might as well believe that
everything you feel isn't real no matter what it is; The best way i can
describe this phenomenom is like the copy and paste option you see



on microsoft word, once you feel anything, whether it is fear,
excitement, sorrow, happiness, they can re-create it in you whenever
they choose but they will first confuse you so that it seems real. do
not believe anything they say to you, no matter what it is. Try to tune
them out and keep busy, they will twist anything you say or do in
order to get into your brain so always remain neutral. I've also
experienced very vivid nightmares in which they use the copy and
paste emotion lameness so remember that nothing is real and that it
is all manufactured by them and their twisted minds so once you
wake up the next day disregard everything you experienced the night
before or else they will use it to torture you throughout the day,
remember that anything that gets to you they will use to torture you
so remain as neutral as possible no matter what kind of manipulation
techniques they use on you. Stay strong and God Bless you all
benzes bitch 6 weeks ago
i dont know if it is this, if this is even a real website or if it is
something competley different, however i believe it is evil people who
do it. they find people and rape their minds before taking the utter
pish out of them, probably for the rest of their lives and why? cos
they are cvnts
agarwalla 6 weeks ago
Hi is there any way of being sure if the act is being applied on you.
And is any court to go for a justice against this.
na 6 weeks ago
Its being used against me, it was implanted into me in 96. It has
been used against me for the past 4 years. They put the information
out and those who have no fear digest it not knowing that it is the
trap being used to justify the program. Those who fall in it are subject
to it, and its not designed with criminals in mind, its designed to
attack those who care. I want to know if there are any doctors that
will go against the order of the NSA or other clown organizations that
will remove this thing. Or do I have to cut my arm open to the bone
and remove it myself.



J 6 weeks ago
To Miguel Angel Rodriguez posts:
Almost everything you said is happening to me. Once they broke me
via sleep deprivation they started to pump things into my
subconscious directly. Couldn't figure out why they did it but now I
know.
What I don't understand is why they are doing it????? Are they trying
to prefect the device? I guess that's the only thing that makes sense.
Is there anyway I can reach you? I would really like to speak to
someone that knows what is going on.
Debi K Baughman 5 weeks ago
name them. talk about them openly. tell others about them....start
yourself a blog and share the instances. When the bots begin using
your own words via internet, tell about it....use the names they go
under.
use them when it suits u. ie. feed them on occasion, to get that which
You want. Not forever...put them on a time limit....
if you don't know if is it you or them thinking, stop. Look to yourself,
rationalize; why do you feel the way that you feel at that moment,
generalize and personalize; bring them out of the closet. Learn to
know yourself and yourself only. They will tell you that they are your
Christ Presence, or...that they can and will teach you to embody your
own; if this is true then make them show you that they know how to
embody Their own Christ presence. Let them show you that they can
work the things that they are wanting you to do. Demand from them
a miracle. Demand that they be open with you. Demand that they
become as open as you have been.
Feed them, only if it feeds you in return....and i am speaking of
emotionally, and only emotionally, because they will lie to you and tell
you that they can give all kinds of material things, but it is just that...
a lie.



If they want you to KNOW something, laugh at them, fuck them off
and shun them...
They will make you believe that YOU need this in order to survive.
That you will need this in the coming years to be able to
communicate mentally with-out the knowledge of the enemy. They
want you to think that they are emissaries of light....make them prove
it, because basically, they are just using you as food. Every one of
them, to feed their own emotions and soul self because they
themselves are empty. Any more, ask
DKB 5 weeks ago
An example of what I am talking about was when, after my brother
had shot himself and I'd moved into his apartment, I heard in my
head, felt in my body to 'get a gun, put it to your head, pull the
trigger". This is something that I would never do. Even if I were to
take my own life, it would not be with a gun, and I knew this. I KNEW
that this was not my own thought. I forced the thought down, which
can be difficult, and it takes knowing yourself; it takes vigilantly
getting to know yourself and what you are about, and refusing to be
played in that way.
I feel for those who find that even their body is being physically
manipulated by these tactics.
To know if this is what occurring in your life, begin journaling, begin
searching yourself, going back through all of you childhood and on
up; be a strict psychoanalyst for yourself, and just slamming those
unruly thoughts that are so destructive, that would influence you to
physically harm yourself or others and deny deny deny them the
right to make your decisions for you. Unless you actually find those
decisions helpful and beneficial...let them know that if they want to
control you then they better give you something that is worth doing.
They WILL use you to get across political concepts and
beliefs....make sure these beliefs are your own BY GETTING to
KNOW YOu. Let them know that YOU come first when it comes to
decisions and the direction of your life.



The voices? I just talk back, or fill my head with other things, or sick
my dog on them. These voices have kept her busy at night for hours
because they come from the outside, not the inside. But I refuse to
listen unless they have really good advice. In other words, i do not
want to cut off my nose to spite my face, or throw the baby out with
the bathwater as they say.
I expect them to care about me if they are going to be so intimately
involved in my life and there really is no physical way to stop this...,
and their caring is going to have to show in ways that are
obvious...no more of this, you won't like it but it's good for you shit.
Show ME.
DKB 5 weeks ago
When I said that they come from outside not inside, this does not
mean always...some of the thoughts are inside, as though they are
my own...I treat them ALL as subconscious and either let them just
flow right out like one would do in meditation, or shut them up when
they become a nuisance or something that I know in my heart I
would not do even if they were mine...begin in your own
subconscious to subdue those F&*^ing monsters... treat them as
your own and say no...unless you know that it IS to YOur benefit
aaron 4 weeks ago
does anyone know how to detect it please
email swarzes_2@bigpond.com
Miguel Angel Rodriguez 4 weeks ago
To J and all other victims, I have left a link to my blog 3 times on this
site now and the admin won't let me post it for some reason. i'll try
this one more time. type remoteneuralmonitoringsurvivalguide .
blogspot . com
hope it helps, God bless
Social Labs 4 weeks ago
Ok guys here's what I know are facts.

mailto:swarzes_2@bigpond.com


1. they cannot target you from a satellite the range limit is about 300
ft unless there is a base station around which is actually pretty large.
It'll fit in an SUV though.
2. Yes they can speak to and see what you see.
3. No they cannot implant images into your mind. They can
manipulate your mind to pull up any image from a movie, dream,
fantasy, etc and make you think its real.
4. when you think its like talking and when you talk its like a whisper
to them.
5. Music disrupts some of the transmission of current thought.
That's all folks if your experiences fall outside this realm you
probably should seek other help.
AnnieRUOK 4 weeks ago
Right now I am doing some research on mindcontrol and how the
government can manipulate the social media. I find everyones
comments very intriguing. If these comments are true why not go
directly to the source or seek help? I will further comment later.
Miguel Angel Rodriguez 4 weeks ago
STOP VOICE TO SKULL ATTACKS
Go here http://www.creviews.net/antiv2s.htm
I hope this helps you survive, God bless
Miguel Angel Rodriguez 4 weeks ago
To all victims of Voice to Skull, i just posted a way to survive the
Voice to Skull harrasment on my blog; i tried sending a direct link to
the website here but i guess hyperlinks aren't allowed on this
website. I hope it helps you survive, God bless you all.
hg nzib 3 weeks ago
why don't you lot not learn how to communicate back with your
r.,f.,i.,d., micro chip implant?.
Iy 2 weeks ago

http://www.creviews.net/antiv2s.htm


I started experiencing this in the 90's one day. Then 5 years ago, it
became voices for 2 months. It went away for 4 years, and now the
last year it has been non-stop voices, infiltration of my dreams,
thoughts that are not my own, 2 unwanted/unwarranted robotic
suicide attempts that I had no control over, etc. My daughter seems
to be experiencing the same thing. I know who is doing it, but why is
beyond me...except it appears to be government control. My
husband was actually paralyzed 5 years ago, and I believe it was no
accident. These brainchips have that capability. The voices tell me
they have taken control of government heads, and our whole political
system. We worry about terrorists, and we have it right here as in a
police run country!!
omaim-MALAYSIA 2 weeks ago
Hello Sir, many victim has been telling it works via setelites,
microwave, v2k and ....and....and...
I am a victim for almost 35 years...still unable to figure out how this
damn " sh.......t" things work. it cannot be few people doings this.....it
MUST be very big organization doing it with a lot of financial backup.
Every one knows how brain communicate using nerves to detect
pain and sensation on all over part of the body. Only brains gives the
idea what the sensation all about.
Whoever 6 days ago
This technology was used on me when I was in jail. I couldn't believe
it and I had somehow forgotten about what had happened to me,
and didn't realize much of what had really happened for a long time.
Jail guards are driving people to suicide by starving themselves to
death. They read your thoughts with these devices and yell your
thoughts over and over to make you crazy. They program you when
you're sleeping, and implant false memories into your head. They
can make you think that you committed 1000 murders while you
were sleepwalking. They can make you think and believe anything
they want you to believe. They can use this technology alone to have
you screaming in pain, and they can even manipulate you into



having a heart attack. They can even go the other way and cause
you to achieve orgasm. I'm not just going by what I've read. I'm going
by experience, and by seeing what the jail guards were doing to
others.
I now forget things that nobody would forget, I have the most horrible
flashbacks and words repeating through my mind non-stop, it makes
me sick, I may not sleep for days, or at least only a couple hours a
night. As soon as I am about to perform a very simple task, I feel like
I can't do it, and next thing I know I've been sitting in a trance for 12
hours. I've seen guards make inmates wake up and dance sing,
dance around, and go right back to sleep. I've seen them make
inmates forget where they even were, what year it was, and what
their name was. It only gets worse. I assure you, this technology is
real and that it really does cause the damage that people claim it
causes, and then some...


